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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
we are living in a time where changes occur at a fast 
pace, and tho nursing profession has not been left aslde and 
untouChed by the moving world of thought, The extraordinary 
developments 1n business and indust~J during the three past 
decades, the advancements made in the areas of psychology. 
1 s ociology.,. and human relations, the emphasis placed on the 
1
\ new aspects of nursing, have created new responsibilities for 
I nursing s ervice administrators as Fi ne:tt1 reports; 
The pr1mary objective of t he role of Nursing 
Service Admini stration is the provision tor 
continuous individualized service to the 
patient, including whatever is necessary, 
phys 1·oally or psyohologioally, to bring him 
back to selt directing activity towarde his 
own health, The subsidiary objectives of this 
role are the profess:J.onal activities of admin-
istration, including human relations, communi-
cations, teach in__'S , research, and personal 
development, designed to further the pr.lmary 
objective - the optimum nursing care or the 
patient. 
l1 In the above statement, the different areas in which 
I 
supervision evolves as part of the hospital administration 
1l are pointed up. The transition from an autocratic to a 
l demoorati~ system has assigned the supervisor the educative 
l role of a person who, by virture of her functions, must work 
l 
1wi th and through people. 
II 
1: ~1------
, Finer, Herman , Administration and the Nursing Services, 
I PP- ~5 - 26. 
This study is an attempt to elucidate how this educative 
role 11ras evidenced in the particular s ituations that \<Tere obse ... 
ved during t h e cour se or several \'leeks i n a largo genera.l hos-
pital 1n ~ - metropol1ta. . . a rea. 
Statement of the Problelll . 
A major problem .in modern nurai n 1 s the continued .vel~ ­
ment of nursing per~onn 1 through in- e rvlce education of va-
r1ou '"'rt • 
,)' r d . lt is the main pu!"Y:lone f')f this stu y to ook ·· t 
t 1 e nur rrg supervispr u1d th supervisory process in an . t • 
. ' . 
tempt to undorstaJ!.d the present or potential ~"1:nt.~ ..... bution of 
Ju tification of the Problem. 
Auch ha.s been said abou t t he i mportance of indi vidu t"l.l 
qualities in any social organizution. Thls i s true of ~he 
ho p ita.l \·There the nursing personnel, by the quality of oervi 
ce they givo , add to the r eputntion of the instltuti 0n . John 
i4 . Glenn, long general iroctor of the RtH:isell Sage Foundati o. 
h as tres·sed t his point \·then h e propo to staf .. tho in..:. ti-
tution uith the f inest pe aonn 1 , r ega.r•dle"'s of' coct t tho.t 
could be brought to ether. 11 2 Sloan say , 11 The deter i n n12; 
in a ho , p i t r l ervice is 1 ts pGrsonnel. In · ts U'"'·' ty and coo 
d i nati on rests the success O.L any l ealt h Service. '13 
On t ho ot 1er hqn - , in any hospita l ituati :n, e. conttnuo s 
adjust m nt of the nu_ s ine; pe:;:•sorm .1 is · cquire d y t he over" 1 . 
• 2oo . 
e . 
organizational demands of the institution and the diverse 
professional exigencies t hat patient care tmplies~ 
In these adjus t ments of various sorts, help and guidance 
is needed and · should be given by tho s upervisor who , by 
virtue of her position ih tb.e a.dm1niatrat1ve hie.rS!Chy, is the 
link between the nursing pers onnel on the · patient unit and 
top administrat ion .- · ,Also, by virtue ot .her nursing and 
a,dmin1strat1.ve knowledge, s.he should be atle ·to s.sstnne this 
educative role t o serve the common pu:~tpose of better patien~ 
·I care. 
The investigator wae intezlested to . study t his eQ.ucationa.l ll 
aspect of the supervisory. process as . an important oontrlbution I 
to the i n-service education of the nurses, especially at a 
11 time when the s carcity of nurses and f'inancial problema often 
.j make it di fficult to provide for an extra-service education. 
Scope and Limitations. 
The scope of this study wa~ determined by these f'actors: 
The investigator was able to observe one eupervisor only. 
The observations were limited to a period of five weeks, 
during which thirty-six hours were s pent 1n direct observa-
1 tion of supervisory situations. 
I These data were collected on three different medical-
surgical floors of a large metropolitan general hospital where 
different types of personnel were involved in the situations 
4 
observed. 'I'he persons ineluded were a director of nursing, 
one assistant instructor of the Hosp1te . .l School of Nursing, 
one s upervisor, several headnurses, assistant headnurses, 
staff nurses ;, e.nd s tudonts • Among them, the superv1s or was 
the central figure as this s t·udy 'vas focused on the super- . 
visory pr ocess. 
Certain limitations relating to the following factors 
were reeognizeda The method used for this study was a 
l i mit i ng factor in itself. The series of incidents presented 
in chapter IV described a limited number of supervisory 
s i tuat1ons as the l nvestigator \'Jas able to observe them 
during the time she s!iJent in this particular hospital. More• 
over an i nvestigator; aooo:r.-ding to Lawrence,!. "is never able 
__..... 
to learn all the relevant factors about the eituation he is 
describing, ••• he can rarely include in the case all the 
racts he has been able to observe." 
Preview of Methodology;. 
Case method was used in this study to eolleot and present 
the data. The investigator was interested in making 
observations of the supervisory process, u evidenced by one 
nursing supervisor's dailJ activities. For that sh(t took 
the role of an outside observer who participated in the 
events herself to a. eevtain limited extent.. These direct 
5 
-----
observations of conversations and behaviors completed by 
informal i nterviews are presented as a sequence of cases which 
illustrate the use of supervision as an :tn ... s ervice educational ! 
I device. 
~ These cases were then "naly~ed in terms of certain 
selected criteria which are out:J,ined more :fully in Chaper II, 
II 
- jl 
I 
"Review of Literature." 
Sequence o:f' Presentation .. 
The present study was organized as tollowss 
Chapter I is an introduction. 
Chapter II will present the theoretical framework of the 
II study in wh1oh the philosophy or supervision and its presumed 
I 
educational role will be examined. 
In. Chapter III, the method or investigation will be 
I described, and Chapter IV will contain the presentation of 
I data in t he fo~m of cases and their analyses. 
1 Chapter V w 111 . i nclude the Summary, the Conclusions, and 
It the Recommendations. 
II The Bibliography and the Appendix wi ll fol low and bring 
j t h is thesis to an end. 
! 
II 
.... 
. CHAITER II 
THf~ORETICAL FRAME:'JORK OF 1"'HE STUDY 
Review . of Literature • 
The following presentation expresses the philosophy o£ 
the investigator in relation to the process of supervision. 
. 
I 
It was the investigator's concern that this important admin-
istrative function be loaded with many negative reellngs both 
by nurses and supervisors themselves. It is the investigator's 
I 
belie:C that the superviaOl"' s specific posit :ton in the h ospital 
organization ls actually needed because of the complexity 
and the inore:zLsing numbe:t. .. of respons .i b .. l.tt1es tmposed. on an 
Pinerl describes the ~ide and ve.ried areas of modern 
nursing as follown: 
1 
Nursing i n its broadest s ense may be defined as 
an art and a science which involves the whole 
p~tient -body, mind and spirit; promotes his 
spiritual, mental and physical health by teaching 
and by e:~;ample; stresses health education a.nd 
· health preservation, aa well as ministration to 
the sick; involves the care of the patient 
Finer, Hermar1 ~ Administration and the Nursing 
I 
lj 
I 
! 
' . 
. 7 
environmen~ ~ social, spiritual as well as physical; 
and gives health service to the family and the 
comrnuni·ty as well as tv the individual. 
Th i s broad frame of r eference may serve as a guiding · 
thread t o nursing amninis t rators and nurs ing educators in the 
fulfillment of their res pective tasks , for "educat ion or any 
. ~ . 
other human ant erP,rise cannot be conducted intelligently vi th-
__ .... .... -- ..... . ...... -· -." " 2 
out aims and ends, wi th out basic guiding principles." 
I· It also impli es new responsibilities for nurses i f these 
I manifold objectives are to be met. Also, the many inferences 
I from t his new concept of nurs i ng may be seen as factors contri- '
1 II I buting to the recent interest in t he continuous deve lopment of 11 
I the nursing services in hospitals • Though minis~ering to the 
sick is no longer the sole . purpose of the hospital, the patient 
1 keeps his integrative effect on t hese many activities for 
II which administration provides c oordination and continuity 
through t he organization it designs. Within this organization 
! supervision 1s at the midd le. leyel, as expressed by one writer, 
I "Supervia ion is the link of an unbroken chain of adminis tra.ti ve 
II 
1 res ponsib'ilit1es, leading upward from her and again downward 
3 
·I and out:ard ~" This means that. by virtue of hett unique medium · 
,, _____ _ 
1
2Burton, Wl lliam H., Brueckner, Leo J., Supervision, A Social 
· Process 1 P• 70 . · 
I 3p iner ~ op . cit • , p . 178 • 
II 
8 
---- --- --
- -
po s1t1.on l'lithin the organization, the supervisor is able to be 
. a\fare of t he nurs ing s i tuat1ons below her. a s \'lell as of t he 
a.dmin1stt>a tive praro.gativae above her an d to interpr et deman.de 
of both levels of activities in diverse dire ctions .. 
The evolution of traditional supervis ion with its conno-
t a tion of ,.1nspeotion •. arbitra.ey rating, i mposed i mprovement 
programs, and superior:tty-1nf er1ority relationships, " 4 to a 
more flexible and constructive process has led the same au-
thors to say: 
The traditional concept of i mposed authority is su'bo. 
st1tuted by the concepts of responsibility and l eader• 
ship, ••• and t he chief function of supervisors is lea• 
der·sh1p and s-timulation of leadership within the group. 5 I 
such a radical change in the conception of supervision 
e is but one symptom that the democr ati.c philosophy. r1h1ch pro-
vides for the unity of thia country by its integrative po1r;ar, 
and det er mines attitudes as \'tell til,e educat ive or a.d.mi ni etra.tive l 
processes , has al so pervaded the ho np1ta.1.. Burling, Lentz , 
and Vl1lson 6 state .. 
Any ho epi tal 1 s &.n integral pa.rt of t he community, sha. .... 
ring in its culture and influenced by its social sys-
tem, its complex of people and ins titutions, No hospi-
tal can be considered as a. t hing apart. 
In ' fa.ct, t he hospital no longer is a. "death houee, 11 \'11th 
4 Burton- Brueckner. op. cit., P• 15. 
5 Ibid., p. 9. 
6 BUrling, Temple, Lantz, Edith M • ., Wilson, Robert N., The 
G~ve and Tt:tke in Hosp.ital,s,. P• 24. · 
-e 
9 
its implication of finality but may be considered as an 
I 
1 assemblage o health services to the community~ in which the 
1\ people it serves have the privilege and ~espons1bility of 
I participating in different l}seful ways, be it on an advisoey 
I capacity or on a financial basis. This sharing in respons1-
1 bilities makes it quite understandable .why the modern hospital 
no longer is a closed institution where traditional patterns 
prevail but is an open organization which can benefit from all 
j possible advancements in the field of administration that can 
I' be applied to the kind of services it gives. 
1' The fundamental concepts of democracy expressed in the 
I 
1 worth and uniqueness of the individual, the value of his 
I contributions, and his right, as well as his obligations, to 
1 participate in the social organization of which he is part, 
, make the traditional concept of supervision untenable in and 
I 
unapplicable to actual personnel administration. New ways of 
!1 performing supervision had to be found in which the individu-
1 ality and personal potentialities of workers might be respected 
I and developed. These ways may be considered as so many 1 
II constituents of the concept or supervision if its main function 1 
l is indeed leadership and stimulation of leadership. 
II Today, supervision l s focused on a situation rather than 
II on one individual or group of individuals to whom the way of 
doing things ' is indicated by the person in authority. A 
.. . ,. 
I e . 
situation is seen as having its own authority . that wi ll be 
discovered and ex.amined by the procens o£ group-thi~king aa 
the process al:Lc:>wing ind.i~~duals• . expreasion, participation, 
and. cooperation. In s uch a social environment, the leader 
presents himself as the person who initiates th~ climate where ! 
people will .feel free to express their feelings and assume 11 
their responsibilities. Follett7 detinos the leader's 
funct i ons when she says,-
He will see that all possible contributions are 
utilized and made into an organized, significant 
whole, subordinated to a common purpose, ••• and 
I believe that the great leader can arouse my 
latent possibilities, can reveal to me new powers 
in myself", can quicken and g ive direction to some 
rorce within me. 
. I The benefits derived from a permissive supervisory 
process which understands human behavior are numerous. 
Through group discussions of situations, people get a reeling 
of belonging and sharing in responsibilities to be carried 
out . 
I They also .reel gratified at being asked for cooperation, I 
important, and motivation for action is more likely to feel 
l occur in a social environment where individual differences 
I and abilities are recognized, asked for, and uti lized for a 
I common purpose that is understood by all concerned. 
7 
Metcalf, Henry C., Urwick L., Wenam1c Administration, The 
cdlected papers of Mary Par er Follet£, P• Ss-3. 
ll 
When motivation is produced, people feel ready and 
responsible to fulfill the task t hey have been able to define 
through group-participation and are pr(Jpared t{) accept a 
delegation of responsibilities because they know the situation, 
I· ar e aware of its demands, and obey deperos onal1zed orders. I --~ -
The creative value of democratic supervision pre-supposes 
the establishment of goG:ld human relations in which the 
II acceptance of the individual and of his right to be different 
1 and respected as suCh is not only an intellectual process but 
an emotional one. Schoen8 states this point in the following 
lines: 
These, I believe, are the essential elements of 
htm1an relations: an insistence on the necessity 
for viewing concrete organizational "situations 
not only in technical and economic, but also . in 
social terms; a conviction that you can undeza ... 
stand the social proo.ess of group behavior only 
if you are committed to relatingyourselt to it 
vil th a el:Lnical viewpoint ... which invclves a 
high degree of acceptance of people as the,y. are . •••• 
It implies respect, tolerance, acceptance of the 
uniqueness of eaCh human frailty, and recognition 
of' each human personality. Implied also is an 
ability to understand how other individuals see, 
feel, and think about themselves and their 
environment. 
Indeed supervision evolves in an organized but living and 
social struct ure where people's interactions and feelings must 
not be unde.t•est:Lmated, and where understanding and misunder-
1 standing &:like are going to happen.. A need for good and 
I 
I 8schoen, Donald R.' "Human Relations:' Boon or Bogle?" Harvard 
BusiQess Revi elJ_, P• 43,_ Novem'Qer -Deoember. 195~7• 
12 
frequent communications is evident if t his network of 
diff'erent personalities is. going to work hal'moniously toward 
the same goal. such conunun1oat1ons will pl'ovide for the 
tl'ansmission of informati on between the different levels or 
the organization as well as for the release o.f tensions 
arising among people who have to work together.. 
Though a democratic philosophy is the great insp!ring 
factor for a constructive supervisory process as just des-
cribed, another factor must be recognized as important if 
leadership is going to be provided among the group. Follettg 1 
says: 
Leadership qualities are often linked t .o certain 
ascendancy traits or measure of aggressiveness 
or personal qualities, such as enterprising ·Or 
dominating. But it is most important to learn 
the jop, for most of the excelling leaders have 
an unusual knowledge of their job. 
Fi nerlO stresses the same point in relation to admin• 
istration in nursing& "I have at·cempted to eonvey my convic-
tion that indispensable as administration is in nursing 
service, the very heart of the latter is a consummate mastery 
of clinical knowledge." 
These statements imply that leadership cannot be secured 
9 Metcalf, Urwick, op. cit., P• 270 
lOFiner, op. cit . , P• 144. 
13 
unless the leader himself has a deep knowledge of the . job so 
. . 
If leadership and stimulation of leadership are recognized 
to be the chief function of the supe:fv1eor, and if the very 
II essence of leadership is "teaching and training your 
subordinates how to control a situation themselves, ••• hOTr to 
I• 
handle their problems themselves, how to make their decisions •• 1 
r 11 ~-- ln order to meet their responsibility," then it -becomes 
e-viden.t that supervision is indeed an educative process, the 
12 purpose of which 1s n the making of man .. " 
\
1 Bases and Stat~t of Hypothese!• 
The investigator was concerned -by the fact that many 
feelings were attached to the r ole and functions of the n~sing 
I 
supervisorJ 
... in relation to her position in the organizational 
structure of the hospital, and her relative exclusion 
from the professional groups above and under her·; 
• in relationtothe nature of her functions • that currently 
imply the concepts of survey and inspection; 
.., in relation to the d1ff'1culty attached to the process of 
Metcalf, Urwick., op. cit., p .. 282 .. 
~2 
_ Cantor, Nat na t.iel, ~namice of Learn:t!?:,S, P• 290. -
14 
=======~================================================-~-==~~~===-
. orking through people. 
The investigator became aware that s~ervis~on of' a 
.. orking situation involved teaching opport-unities too, and thatll 
~ t he democratic concept . of supervis i o.n, s.s presented above, 
emphasized this educational asp~ ct. 
This s tudy wu undertaken to find · out 1f the teaching 
opportunities t hat ax-e available in complex hospital situations 
I were utilized, along the linea of democratic principles. 
·I Thitee main are as were explored, the hypotheses for their 
I appra1aal were :f'o:r:-mulated as follows; 
There are teaching opportunities 1n the supervisory process 
in terms of: 
a. supervision, as a tool to incl'ease clinical competence; 
b. superv1a ion, as a tool to inc:z•ease a'bil1 ty i n inter-
personnel relationships; 
c. s upervia i on ; as a t ool to increase administrative skills. 
16 
CHAPTER III 
M;'ETHODOLOGY 
1.'he investigator was interested in study-ing the educa• 
t i onal aspect of supervision in its total hospital context, 
and decided to use the ease-.method for the collection and 
presentation of data. 
The main characteristics of this method are: 
a. ' Its clinical approach to on•going situations through 
systematic observation and recording. Occasionally, 
t hese observations may need to be complemented by more or 
less informal 1nterv!ewst and by perusal of e:xistlng 
written i nformation. In this way, an objective and 
. 
accurate picture of the situation is more likely- to 
happen. 
1 b. The collected data i .s presented :i.n the form of cases. 
These are descriptions of rea.l-li.:fe situati ons; focused 
on some particu.la.:r aspect which the author seeks to 
present. At this point begins the slow and tedious 
process of selecting out of a bt'!.lk of recorded observa ... 
tiona and i nformation specific data, which is pertinent 
to the purpose of the study, which will constitute a 
certain unity in its presentation, and lend itsolt to 
systematic analysis. Other problems, in this pnase of the 
method, are the degree of explicitness with whiCh facts 
!6 
-~-==~===============================================9F=~; 
--
will be presented as subjective judgments of the observer, 
and the arbitrary point at which the case will come to 
1 
an end. 
_§elect,_;on_!~.Jl!!.c~!P.tio~.E!. . ...§.a~,E!~. 
After the subject of the study was determined and 
approved by the prospective readers o:f this thesis, an agency, 
I 
namely a hospital situation, was selected where the invest!- II 
gator would be able to prooure the data. For that purpose. j 
permission had t o be secured from the hospital n1~sing service 
administration, in this case the associate director o:f nursing, 
who, at the same time, requested that the agency remain 
II unidentified, and asked t"or a conference with the student, 
II prior to the release of the data. Then a s~ary of the 
1 entire a tudy wou ld be sent to the hospital. 
The i nvestigator was i ntroduced to the director and the 
associate director of nursing, and was asaigned to one nursing 
supervisor, with whom she spent approx~ately thirty-six hours, 
over a period of five w.eek$. The s tud.ent first presented to 
t he supervisor the subject under investigation, and the met~od 
lj by which she i ntended to collect the data. It was agreed that 
I t he best way t o do .it would be to "shadow" the supervisor in 
1 all her ac t ivi t i es, duri ng the t i me t he observer would spend 
11 I Andrews, Kenneth R., The oase•method of Teach1~ Human 
Relations and Admlnlstratio~, pp . 222-224 
JJ7 
in the hospital. D~~1ng the course of her observations, the 
investigator became acquainted. with other members of the 
nltrS ing pers C~nnel, headnurses, as2. istant headnUl'ses, staff-
' nurses , students, aides, wi th s ome doctors and patients too, 
1 who are presented in t h i s study t c same extent. 
11 Tools to Collect the Da~ 
II As implied in the preceding paragraphs, observation was 
I 
the main tool used to procure t h a data for this study. The 
_- investigator tried as much as possib le to write her obeerva• 
tiona in a precise and detailed manner, and at the time the7 
were made. When it was not possible because of the dit~ t'l.ll'banoe j ,, 
this record ine woul d create, the observer attempted to put down 
• e. tew notes or key ... words, that would help her in the rscon-
11 struction of the situation, s oon after the period of 
observa.t i.on. Other sources of data. were frequent conferences 
and informal conversations 11 wh:teh the investigator had with 
the supervisor or wit h s c,me nursing personnel involved 1n the 
situations observed$ 
Observations were written up i n s. olli'onolog ioal order, 
and typed as s oon as the investigator was able to do it. A.fter 
I a period of five weeks, i t was ass umed the. t enough d£, ta had 
1
1 been secured to appraise the hypotheses. 
I 
The slow process of ease-writing began at this point_ 
18 
sifting out of observations and i nformation the pertinent 
data, that, onoe put t ogether; would present a whole !"ea:l!-l!fe 
s 1tu.at1on, and lend 1 tself to ana lye 1s. Thus three ca..·H~a were 
11 composed a nd then analysed in terms of certain cri teria the 
investigator .formulated in the chapter DReview. or Literature." 
I 
I 
I; 
During the whole process of collecting~ presenting and 
analyzing the data, much help and guidance was ob t ained from a 
1 bi-monthly tutorial group on the ·case-method, where tha 
1 student was able to bring up her problema. 
I 
I 
I on 
I or 
T:P,e data. wer.e coll ected i n .a large metropolitan h osp ital. 
three med:l.cal ... surg;toal flool'S, placed under t he jurisdiction 1\1 
one supervlsot•, t o whom t he i nvestigator was ass igned during 
. I I 
I 
t he course of her observation perioa. I 
Se t ting the Soane. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
This study was conducted in_a._ J·~-~~g~ _ ):z~et~opo~itan private 
h~_~P~-~~1, \Thioh provided for all kinds o:f' services to patd.ents 
1 with the exception of obstetrics, and cons isted of several II 
separate buildings. The following data were collected in the 
Roberts Building, two floors of which were occupied by 
operating rooms, one floor by the X-Ray department, and eight 
intended tor medioal•surg1cal patients wi th ward and semi-
private accommodations. 
I 
11 The inves tigator became acquainted wi th th.l"ee floors or 
units particularly, as these repl'"esented the sphere of activity 
1 and concern of the supervisor to whom she \vas assinged to study 
the aspects of supervision she was interested in. These 
floors had a total capacity of 136 beds, and presented the 
following Characteristics: 
1 Floor two was designed for general surgery, chest, heart, 
I amputations. 
II 
11 Floor ~our also for general surgeey 1 w1 th a hlgh peroen-
tage __ _of g~~ tr~-~1ritestinal cas•s• 
I --- - Floor five was labeled as "mixed service" 1 in terms of 
I hospitalization accommodations and patients' physical condi-
1 tiona, one third being ward patients with skin dis eases and 
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and two thirds semi•privata surgical patients. 
Organization of the Nureing Services: 
The nurs i ng services ·. as well as the hospital school of 
. nursing, ere plfioed u11der the responsibility of the director 
of nursing service and nursing education. Under her, the 
·l organizational ehar't; follows the usual pattex•n: one associate 
I director, sevez'al directors, each f:n charge of the nursing 
service in one particular building. 
The follow·1ng information pertains to the Roberta Build!~ 
only, as it as not the investigatorts purpose to study the 
, whole organiz.ation of the hospital. 
Miss Case, director of the Roberts Building, was respon-
sible for the admi-nistration of the whole building. Under her, 
II 
I• several supervisors, hose number varied according to the 
days of the week, assured a closer supervis i on of the services 
Each floor was the respon_.s i b111ty of a b.eadrlUrse and/or 
assistant headnurse,, ahd the staffing pattern f or each unit 
presented the general !'ollowing picture, 
Full time graduate nurses i 
eventually c 
Part time graduate nurseas 
The hospital school ot 
nursing students: 
seven rotating nursea 
two permanent evening nurses 11 
two permanent night ntirses 
one licensecl practical nurae 
two hourly staff nurses 
special nur~es when patients' 
conditions required it. 
.four in t he third year of 
their program 
Affiliating from other 
hospital and collegiate 
schools of nursing: 
A idea 
Secretaries 
' 
var1ab le number 
four, one male aide on each 
shift, one fem~le on nights 
one or two 
Tho communications between the different people and 
levels i:.rt t his or•ganization ·tJera on a day .. by..-Q.ay individ'l.'l.a l. 
P,asis, and als o by means of' .mora formal meetings, suQh ass 
' , DaiJ:l mee tings: 
The morni~ report, taking plaoe i n the nursing of f ice nt 
seven-th rty a.m. · and grouping the d.1rector, the night 
and day supervia ors of the Roberts Building. · 
The sulervisors• rei,ort, conveying the information from 
one sh:ft to the ot e~ at the supervisory level. 
Tb.e . nurses' report, grouping the headnu:Niea and the 
nursing personnel of' one unit, oonveying the int"o.rmation 
from one shift to the other at a sta.rt level .. 
I weeklz meetingst 
I! 
The headnurses• moeti~, attended by tho director, the 
supervlso~s and the h&idnurses of the Roberts Building. 
1! Bi-monthly meet!~: 
I 
The supervisol's' meeting, under the leadership of a 
psychiatrist. · 
The Medical Staff: 
II Eaoh floor was placed under the jurisdiction of one 
II Resident. who was delegated by the Chie:f of Service the 
11 
admin1stl'ative and teaching reapons1b:l.l1ty for the medical 
care g iven to the ward patients, He •as assisted by three 
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Assistant Residents who, with the Interns under them, were 
responsible for the medical care of the patients and the 
teaching of the medical students assigned to that unit. 
The following situations presented in this study report 
the observations made on floor two, tour and five of the 
Roberts Building. Before each presentation, the name and 
positional title of the persons involved will be indicated and 
a partial organizational Chart will be included in the 
1 Appendix. 
I 1 Appendix A. 
~M1. ss Smith: 
~Irs. Kale; 
Iv1l'S" And:re\orJ 
:r·Uss Jones: 
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CASE I 
THE :PATI ENTS ON \'i,!\RD FOUR 
Supervisor in the Roberts Building 
Headnure& on ward four 
~e sistent headnurse on ward four 
Observer, student of a nearby Un:tvers1ty 
-----====~======~~~=-=-=-=====================================================*========~ 
THE PATIENTS ON WARD FOUR \/ 
The following scenes take place on one of the surgical 
' floors of a large metropolitan hospital. This floor has a 
capacity of .forty-eight beds, intended for male and female 
patients, and is placed under the responsibility of a head-
., 
I nurse and/or assistant headnurse, Mrs. Kale and Mrs. Andrew, 
1
, . 
who both seem to be in their early twenties. It is a very 
busy unit, where the rhythm of work is rapid. All kinds of 
activities are concentrated around the hea:t nurse• s station; a 
heterogenous assemblage of people are coming and going, . 
doctors, nurses~ atu~ents and their -instructor, aides, 
patients, patients• relatives, a priest, a girl tram t he 
Messenger Service: The ward secretary is completing the 
patients' recorda, and is constantly interrupted by telephone 
calls or by somebody asking for information. 
It is Monday mor ning, February the twenty-fourth& Miss 
smith, one of the supervisors of the Roberts Building, is 
II making her usual morning rounds through the three different 
.floors under her jurisdiction. She first goes to the head-
nurse• a :. station, but Mrs • .Kal~ is busy, speaking with a doctor. 
Miss Smith does not join them, but stays apart, and while 
waiting, looks at the patients• roster. As soon as their · 
II conversation is over, Miss Smith approaches the headnurse, 
greets her in a very friendly way, and after a ome brief . 
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but interested comments about her week-end off, comes to 
prot'es s ional matters, sayingz "How is everything today"? 
All right. They have been pretty busy over 
the week-end, but today seems to be a better 
day, though we had three admissions yesterday, 
and !'our operations scheduled for this 
morning. 
JLiss Smitht, Do you have any special problem in mind? 
Mrs. Kale: (sighing)s Well, we have very sick patients ••• , 
Mrs. Kale points out one card on the patients t board, 
that of .rs. Jones, cancer of the tongue. 
Kiss Sm1t:tu !ant t it quite exceptional? 
Mrs..- ~ Kales Yes, I think it is. And :Mr. Ford, cancer of the 
face, is not well either. The doctor has 
ordered some cold cream· to p:ut on the grafts, 
he is ve.r.ry depressed. 
·Miss Smith. llledi·tate.s : fo~ a few seconds, then both go back 
to the patients t li~st, and atop ror a longer discussion about 
one part 1 'lula~ pat 1en t, Mr.. Bo:tt01!sk'1, '.\'hose card says z 
Mr. Borowski, thirty-eight years, Polish, 
Catholic: d1agnosisa · gastric ulcer. 
The medical card gives this further information: 
12.12.57 . 
12.24.57 
12.30.57 
12.30.57 
12.31.57 
Ghoanal polypectomy. Transferred. 
to the slirgioal service. 
transthoracic gastrectomy 
partial pancreatectomy 
s:Plenectomy 
·O.e,cosi:.omy 
t horacotomy 
r eduction of herniated colon from 
cijest - repair of diaphragm ~ loop 
·colostomy. 
'Miss Smi~b.: How is Mr. Borowski today? 
. e 
I 
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Mrs. Kale: Well, he is s't;;.ill very negative about everything. 
we try · to come close to h1nl., but he simply · 
refu.eea to communicate. Indeed he is a very 
harsh pat·1ent, and often is disagreeable · 
with the nurses who care for him. 
Miss Smith; And how is the abscess develop ing out of 
t he colostomyt 
Mrs. Kale: It seems· to be O.K., but he is so sensitive 
to ·everything; you cannot a pproach him with• 
out meeting reactions out of proportion rea~ly. 
II 
Mrs. Smith : Do you :thi nk h e could go to a Nursing Home, 
provided that his dreasings could be done 
there? 
Mrs. Kale: Well, I could talk with the doctor and the 
s_ocial worker • . A change might do him good• 
As . t o h is diet t oo , though he gets the best 
quality, he practically retusea all hie 
meals, and loses weight. I t is 'Very dis -
couraging. · 
1
1 Miss Smith& Isn't he Catholic? Does a priest come and 
see h~ sometimes? 
I Mrs. Kale a 
'· 
Yes, a Polish priest used to come, but could 
not get close' to h,im either. Nothing seems 
to make him happy,. 
I Miss Smith: Do y ou think he needs some psychiatric helpY 
He might need it to ad .1ust to this unexpected II and ·veey painful t1 i tua ti on. 
IJJirs. Kale: I t might be a good idea • 
. 
1 
Mis s Smith: Do you think he worries about hospital 
----expenses, that he will be unable to meet? 
1 Mrs • Kale a I hav~ never been able to find out, though I 
I =..;;....;..__;;;;;.......;.-.. have often tried to. Of course he has had 
such a lot of medicines and antibiotics. and 
he has been here for quite a long time now. 
and I know he has two young child:tten. I 
really wonder what we can do about it. It 
is so discouraging because we don't see any 
result of our efforts • 
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Their conversation is interrupted by the asa1stant•head-
nurse' s arrival, who comes back :fl;"otn the coffee break. As the 
cafeteria will be clos ed in a few minutes, Mrs. Kale goes down 
' and Mrs . Andrew takes over the patients' report to Miss Smith. 
The report is terminated . soon after, and Miss Smith leaves I her and walks. through the wards. She enters a room, here an 
1 old~r patient is calling for the nurse, in a very faint voice. 
Miss Str1i th goes to her bed and asks hera "Do you feel · better 
tod~y? Do they give you something !'or your pain"?· The 
f)atient utters a few indistinct words, seems rather dis• 
orie.nted. Miss Smith adds in a oom~ssionate way a "Don't 
worry, we shall see about that" •. 
In another room, Geol'g8 1 a.boy who is reoovel'ing from 
,1 muJ,.t1ple injuries due to an automobile accident, is wa.tohing 
11 television. A thick dre.ssing covers half of his race. Kiss 
·1 Smith goes to . his wheelchair and asks h1mJ ·"How do you feel 
" today, Geol'ge? Is your eye not too tired of watChing tele• 
vis ion? It is a . pretty good progrrun"' •••. The boy just nods, 
he cannot speak because of his tl'acheotomy. 
One week later, Miss Smith is making rounds on the same 
II floor. Mrs. Andrews, . the·. ·.as 1stant headnurse' comments to her 
ab out the patients: "Mr~ Curran presents some signs of hemo• 
11 1ys ~s • He feels very miserable, and says his mouth is so dry. 
II wondered if we could give him some steam"• 
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. ===~~===============================================================t==~~~~-=-== --= 
I II :Miss Sm1 th: 
Mrs. Andrew: 
I, Miss Smith: 
I' 
Mrs . Andrew: 
II Miss Smith: 
Mrs • Andrew·: 
, Miss Smith: 
I 
And what about some garg le! we often don't 
th i.nk of less eomj>lieated t r eatments. 
Gargles sometimes are really worth while. 
I think we lose "track of these sim.ple 
prooed urea. · 
Yes, it is true •• (she meditates tor a few 
seconds,. then goes on with the report) . 
Mr. Head is here tor an infection of the 
toe, he i s . going to he.ve part o:f his toe 
removed . 
Is he diabetic? 
No; r dontt think so . 
Did he ge't some pressure on it, or was it 
hurt? 
Really, I. don't know. I had no chance to 
go over the records during the week- end • • .., 
Mr. Rioe, who had this hemipelvectomy, is 
still very negative; he does not want to 
go home, nor have his children know that 
he had this operation. 
Did you read the articles in the American 
Journal of Nt~si~ March 1958, aSouti the 
physical and emo~onal preparation these 
patients need before such a radical 
amplb.tation? 
1 Mrs ~ Andrew: No, I didn t t . 
1 Miss Smith: 
I 
Mrs . Andrew: 
Well , I was especially interested i n the 
nursing care program they described.. By 
the way did you see the article about 
":Prevention of Infections in Hos pitals" 
in that same journal? -
Yea, I did, i t was qu.ite interesting and 
pertinent too •• • (turning again to tbe 
Kardex): ~r. Borowski seems a little bet ter, 
but is still uncooperative. The sooial 
worker saw h~, but could not get much otft of' 
the interview. He had his hernia repair•d . 
The colostomy is working well , slowly , but 
the skin is pret ty i r ritated . 
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Miss Smith: Has 1 t broken down'! 
Mrs. Andpew: No , not ye t. 
r·a iss Sm.i t h ; You mi ght put s ome note in tb.e 1\:aruex , 
saying that t he dres s _ing should be changed 
before the co l os toiny-oag is too heavy • 
Miss Jones, the observer, is interested in knowing what 
is being done for Mr,. Borowski's readjustment t o lite. So 
1 
she leaves the supervisor and asks the secretary for Mr. 
Borowski's record. While reading it, · she comes .across the 
I' I following observations: 
3.8.58 
I :3.16.58 
13.19.58 
: I was asked to see Mr. Borowski for sugges tions 
to improve his nutrition. I would agree t hat 
caloric intake is the major and pressing problem 
here, the kind of problem which requires almos t 
superhuman effort on the part of the dietary 
• 
• 
• 
• 
and nursing service. This maximal effort would 
seem t o be more satisfactory approach than 
stomach tube, I.V., etc ••• 
weight: 116 lbs. J. Miller, M. D. 
Patient has not been attending O.T. for the 
past few days. ContinY,.ed work today, but is 
still very depressed, and difficult to motivate 
in any construoture activity. Conversation 
is limited ••• 
G ~E ., occupational 
therapist 
temperature up to 103 tonight: causes 
undetermined. Patient uncooperative. 
M. West, M.D. 
l'eight: 113 lbs . 
3.21.58 : fitted an ileostomy-bag : as soon as he can cope 
with it, will let him go home, then return for 
closure of the ileostomy and colostomy. 
!il. West, Iifl . D. 
II 
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On the twenty-fourth of ~1arch, the observer had tho 
opportunity to speak with the assistant headnurso, Mrs. 
Andrew, about the patient, who is ready to go home. Mrs. 
Andrew explains: 
"We tried to worl{ with Mr, Borowski as much as 
we could. Of course, it is sometimes very 
. difficult to find the time to do it, because 
of the fast rhythm of work on this unit. we 
tried to assign to him one particular nurse, 
so t hat it would be easier for him to establi sh 
a relat:tonahl1p with someb~y, but without any 
success. We tried to put him with our best 
patients, he didn't try to relate to anybody, 
except to one doc t or who had some influence 
with him. In several of our team nursing con-
ferences, we s poke of him and of psychiatric 
help for him., but the doctors felt that it 
would do him more harm than good at the 
present time. It is the first time I have 
known such a negative patient, but this behavior 
does not seem to be unusual for him: h ie wife, 
who is a very devoted pers.on seems to be used 
t o . his strange and stubborn attitudes, that 
can be probably explained by Mr. Borowski's · 
former experiences in a concentration camp 
during World war II". 
Going then to the nprsing office of the Roberts Building, 
. . 
Miss Jones meets Miss Smith, and conveys to her her interest 
1 as to how ·Mr. Borowski's difficulties were hand led, and says: 
"I think t he s ugges tiona you made about this 
patient one month ago were quite helpful"••• 
Mi4s Smith: Well, one must not .feel that one's suggestions 
are the greatest, anyway"•••• 
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TRE PATIENTS ON WARD F OUR ••• ANALYS IS ----..;...;....~ 
One element wh:l ch has impact on the supervisory process 
is the setting in which it takes place. The kind of environ-
ment described in the beginning of t his narr a t ive is the usual 
scene in which the supervisor performs one important part of 
her functions, the rounds through the units she supervises. 
1 
These rounds and the weekly headnurses• meetings were f or 
Miss Smith the only opportunities she usually had to relate 
to t he nursing personnel, for whom she was responsible. Very 
. often, important prob lems ere considered i n an environment 
t hat was not conducive to a thoughtfu l s olut :i. on. 
When VIias Smith arr ived on t he f l our, she f i rst went t o 
the headnurae•s s tat i on, and by doing t h is, signified her 
presence in the wards • As tiirs • Kale was speaking with a · 
doctor , Miss Smit h did not try .to interfere, but waited, 
looking at the pati.ents' board. This s i mple observation 
s howed that the supervisor did not seem t o bel9ng to the head-
nurses• and doctors' group . Her presence was not even noticed 
and no formal recognition was g iven to he.r. This seeming 
exclusion and the fact that she had to funct i on in social 
1 The weekly headnursest meeting brings together the director 
of nursing , t he supervisors,. headnurses and assistant 
headnurses of the Roberts Building. 
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deal of concern and nursing care . I n such. situations, the 
supervisor's emotional support and professional c ompetence 
were likely t o be needed. 
Miss s mith seemed primarily concerned l:>y the patient t .s 
phys leal condi tiona, aware probably of the fact that his 
II psycholog ical attitudes were but reactions to his bodily 
I mutilat ions . ~Ars . Kale presented the viewpoint of somebody 
who was daily involved in the nUrsing care of a difficult 
patient. Sh e expressed some hostility when she stated: "He is 
a ve r y harsh patient; and often is disagreeable with the 
nurses'' or later: "As to his d-iet too, though he gets the best 
quality; he practically refuses all his meals". She also 
i indicated an unawareness of psychological implications of 
successive and painful procedures, when she said: "He is so l senUUve to everyt hing, you cannot approach him without 
meeting reactions out of proportion re&.lly" • .M iss Smith did 
I not utilize the. present teaching opportunity to point out this 
11 aspect of phys leal 1llne5s , t hat the nurse was no longer able 
I to pe rceive among the many stres s es under which she had to 
I work . 
Mi s s Smith chose an evasion when she proposed " a nursing 
1
,home" for Mr. Borowski , whereas Mrs. Kale probably needed help 
1 to be able to understand the patient's behavior and her own 
I j feelings toward him. Miss Smith evidenced professional and 
e ' 
• 
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1 pers onal experience when she t hought of spiritua l or psych i-
atric help, as needed by the patient, or when she mentioned 
! financial difficulties as a . possible source of unexpres s ed 
I worries. She evidently "knew the jobu, and was able to offer 
11 useful suggestions, that might help to solve a i ifficult 
11 situation. 
lj Though no at tempt had been made by Miss Smith to help t he 
I 
headnurse t o become aware of the reasons why Mr. Borowski 
behaved as he did ~ Mrs. Kale, at the end of the conversation, 
.I expressed her c oncern about being able to help the pat;ient, 
I 
when she said: ur really wonder what we could do about it". 
Her at t itude seemed to have changed; yet c ommunications between 
l her and the supervisor h ad remained on a l evel of exchange of 
1 information, and had not brought more insight into the I . , 
1 patient's moral condition. 'fhe authority of the situation had 
I not been disclosed, and. an urgent need for group - t hinking h ad 
I no't bee n .suggested. 
E:x; ternal circums tancee interrupted t h is conversation. The 
1 exigencies of a certain schedule ( the cafeteria ·..-11 as open at 
certain hours of t he day) caused the assistant headnurse, Mr~. 
I Andrew, t o take over M:rs. Kale's role, and to th~s e exigencies i 
! the supervisor had to submit, e ven though important problems 
' were being c onsidered. I • 
While going t h r ough the wards, Miss Smith performed that 
II 
II 
·s 
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t c· learn more ab out her .patients. 
Mrs. Andrew mentioned then another patient 's reactions to 
II mutilating surgery. 
I 
I 
.~iss Smith res ponded t o this statement by 
. 
indieatipg a very pertinent article in a professional nursing 
magazine, and by conveying t o the as sis tant headnurse her 
II interest for the material presentee. there. But aga.in the 
communications remained at . a superficial level, andM.rs . 
Andrew was not going to develop insight into the situation, at 
l east at the present :moment. Mis s Smith 's respcmse t o this 
new teac· ,.ing op·~ortuni ty would 'l:)e valua.b le to t he assistant 
1 headnurse, only if she had been sufficiently motivated to read 
t he menti.oi;led in.format t on, Ye t, in this conversation, Miss 
I Smith did not verbalize any condemnation of' the assistant head-
: nurse's le.ck of information or lack of interest for prof'essiona 
1 
matters . By her at t itude , she indicated t hat she res pected her 
11 as a respons i b le individual. 
II Mr . Borowski 's cond ition was brought up again and Miss 
I Smith offered her clinica l compe tence t o help the assistant 
I! headnurse t o car e for t he present difficulty. 
II 'l'he add itional ir1format i on that the obser ver was able to 
I ob ta in in reading Mr. Borowski ' s re cord and l n interviewing 
!Mrs. Andrew showed that the different members of the health 
I t eam, doc tors, occupational therapis t, nurses \1ere concerned 
by the patient ' s negativism, and all mentioned his lack of 
I 
cooperation . Mrs. Andrew reported of' the diff erent tentat1ves 
II 
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used to help Mr~ Borowski t~ gain mental health again, yet 
the patient •as sent home without apvarent psychological 
improvement. 
I t "as not the purpose o:r tile present analysis to lnves -
tigate the reasons for this failure, but i t has been evideneedl 
through the examination of this narrative t hat there ere 
teaching opportunit i es in the supervisory process , that Miss 
Smith has been aware of th~m, but has not utilized them as 
she c ould have done. [iss Smith has offered help and guidance 
when needed, has detnons trated professional competence, but 
c ommunica t ions have remalned a t the ievel or"' transmlss :ton o.f 
information. 
:ur iss Smith ' s final statement :r·evealed the kind of fee lings 
that she had in regard to herself and others, and manifested 
in her democratic relationships with the persons she super-
vised : 11 the intellectual humility essential t o the best patient 
care, to good lnte1~p·ers onal relationships, and to one's own 
3 profes s ional growth and development" . 
3 
Brown , Esther Lucile, Nurs ins_ for the Future, p. 89 
CASE I I 
V1H.EN DI FF ICULTIES ARISE BB'!2Vr.t£1.:N DOCTORS AND NURSES 
Miss Cass: 
I Miss Smith: 
I Mrs .. 
Doctor Lane: 
Miss Jones: 
Cast of Characters: 
j 
j 
Director of Nursing of' t he Roberts Building 
Supervisor in t he Robarts Bu i lding 
1Ieadnurse on VJ B.rd two 
Resident en ward two 
• 
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AND NURSES 
'l1he f ollow ing conversations t ook olace one morning , in 
the nursing office of the Roberts Building, after the night-
supervisor's re port. Miss cass , director of nursing, asked 
Miss Smith for a conference and introduced the subject, as 
follows: 
"I wanted to tell you tba.t Doctor Lane came to me 
yesterday ano c ('mpla.ined .about Mrs. Moss. He said that she 
does not act as a headnurse in her unit, does not coordinate 
the nursing personnel, does not assist the doctors VJal l 
during the rounds. He s aid that she is not able to give the 
needed :information , and does not prepare t he adeque.te 
dres s ings, when they have to be changed . Visiting persons are l 
not properly received, cannot get the information they want-, 
and the worst is that some pat ients definite ly suffered be-
cause of the situation. He mentioned that one patient who 
needed an r.v . did not ge t it, and yet Mrs . Moss was respon-
sible t o see that the r .v. be started, when ordered. ..:r. 
Lane added that he had spoken t o you about ,.t several times 1 
that y ou were informed of it. 
Miss Smith:( in a somewhat discouraged way): We l l, it 
---·- is true , it is not a new situation. 
iss cass: I said t o him that I knew that you were very 
worried about that particular headnurse. Dr . 
Lane did not complain of t he laok of nurs es, 
but of the lack of leadership on the floor. 
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Miss Smith: I think t hat it is time to terminate with 
t ha t headnurse. Of course , we feel res ponsible 
for it , because we have a ppointed her to t hat 
position , t hough we knew t hat she had not 
!' t he potentialities for t he job. But 11t is always t he same: we had nobody else. 
1 
~ iss cas s: I t is true, we feel very r es ponsible , because 
, our headnurses are very young and lack in 
experience . But really , is it so diff i cult 
.Miss 
II · 
II Mis s 
I Miss 
1 Miss 
II 
, Miss 
" 
I 
Miss 
I 
1 Miss 
II 
Smith: 
C~: 
Smith: 
Cass: 
Smith : 
Cass: 
Smith: 
for an inte l l igent girl to fill this position? 
I think it is just normal to expect t hat a 
nurse is ab l e t o assist a doctor for a physical 
examination , or pre par e dressings, or give 
pertinent informat ion. 
Yes ; but I think tha t Mrs. Moss definit e l y 
lacks imagination or creative ab i lity, she 
a·lways agrees when I s ay something to her, but 
does not change anything in her usual patterns 
of action . ' 
·~e l l , I think I' 11 s peak to Miss Wells2 
about it . 
Personally , I. think of term ina t i on . Anyway , 
she is going t o resign ida few months or 
weeks , because she is pre'gnant. 
I think you have done what could be done. 
Dr. Lane ment i oned things you mentioned too , 
t here is nothing new. 
When you speak to headnurses of things you 
would like them t o impr ove , they compl ain 
about doctors t oo , and I understand them. 
Certainly nr. Lane is not a l eader either. 
I s it true that Mrs . Moss does not know much 
ab out her patient s? 
I do not think so. She lacks imagination, she 
·wher. t here are vacancies in headnurses' positions , it is 
i s customary to promote an assistant headnurse or anot her 
nurse of t he hospital to t hat position before advertising 
for it outside t he agency . 2Miss Wells_ is the ~~~~elate di~ect or a.f the hospital . 
I 
Mis s Cass: 
1 Miss Smith: 
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sees only static facts, but cannot interpret 
them properly and has no broad view of things • 
She j ust see's the surfac·e. 
Headnurses• posit ions are made of so many 
things and ·are really complex. 
But I. agree w1 th Dr • Lane: he has bas 1c facts 
t o complain about, t here is no questi on 
about it . 
Miss Cass and Miss Smith toge ther go through the daily 
1
time r e cords of the d iffel!'ent floors of the Roberts Building, 
and comment on some nurses• names: 
!Miss Smith: 
Miss Cass: 
I Miss Smith: 
I 
Miss cass: 
Miss Smith: 
!Miss cass: 
I 
Smith: 
Miss Buck wouldn't be able , Mis s Rice either , 
I do not trust her. 
What about Mrs. wood? 
I do not kn.ow how long she is going to stay. 
We cannot do long term planning here ••• 1\i,rs. 
Kale is going to leave in May, and I presume 
t hat Mrs. Wood would like to take her 
position on floor four. 
There is really nobody on ariy floor to sub-
stitute for Mrs. Moss ••• I don•t know any -
t h ing about Mrs . Corry. Is she going to stay? 
Well; I don't know ••• and Miss Wall does 
not want to move, .and Miss Kirk has just 
graduated, Miss Yung seems to be very 
enthusiastic, but she is s o young ••• 
Well , I 'll speak to Miss W~lls. 
Shall I join you 'for some comments? 
Miss Cass6unspontaneously): 1 think you might ••• ;....;.... ___ _ 
While we go out, [iss Smith adds: "I know that these 
'I complaints are legi t imate, but I cannot act for .my headnurs ea. 
1we shall probably plan a joint conference with Miss Cas s , Mrs. 
=----'--"==.- F-- --
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Moss and myself. Dr. Lane often s poke of it to me , but I 
think he wants something to be done now 1 · so he decided to see 
Miss Cass . Wbat is not ver y fair is that he left yesterday 
for a month's vacation , arid he definitely l eaves the hospital 
. 
in July. · But in the meantime, we have to do something about 
t his problem." 
Two weeks later, at the morning coff ee break, t _e observer 
II asked Miss Smith how the situation just described had been 
I handled. 
Miss Smith: Well, Mrs. Moss is still working on floor two 
as a headnurse. I had a conference with her, 
and t old her that Dr. Lane had complained to 
Miss Cass and myself about the way she per-
formed her duties. Mrs . Moss said to me that Dr. Lane had never ment ~oned anything to her, 
and she wished he had done it. Now the Resident 
has changed on this units. and has not expressed 
anything s o far. · Mrs. · 1ioss seems to function 
adequately, but as I said before, we cannot 
expect her to be outstanding. Dr. Lane did not 
want to see any good in her, he wanted a head-
nurse like · rs . Kale, and could not adjust to 
another personality. · 
I 
' 
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DIFFI CULTIES ARISE BET~"JE;:;' N DOCTORS AND NURSES •• ANAL 'SIS' 
This narrative was focused on one of the many problems 
t hat any large and complex organization faces today: the 
pro lem of interpersonnel relationships. 
Miss Cass•s first statement implied t hat the lines of 
authority in the org.anizational structure had not been re-
spected by Dr. Lane, when he addre.ssed his complaints to her. 
In t he same s tatement, we understand that previously Dr. Lane 
had mentioned Mrs. r.n.oss 's inadequacies t o Miss Smith several 
times, but apparently the headnurse•s performances had not 
improved, and we may suppose that t his was the reason why t r::. is 
time, he by-passed Miss Smith and appealed t o a higher level , 
to the d irector of nursing . 
Dr . Lane' s attitude was indeed very: threatening to Miss 
Smith, but she reacted t o this morally damaging situation by 
a genuine acknowledgment of f.a.cts, when she said in a detached 
way : "It is true, it is not a new situation". Again Miss 
Smit h was t he person of the middle, to whom grievances con-
I verged (Dr . Lane, Miss Case}. 
I Miss Cass was probably aware of · iss Smith's deep dis-
couragement, and gave her support, when she added: "I said to 
him t hat I knew you were very· wor ried about that particular 
headnurse". This statement indicated also t hat good communi -
' cat i ons existed between the director of nursing and the 
i 
--
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supervisor, who as not afraid of reporting her inability to 
11 handle a delicate situation. 
11 In spite of t he support she received, Miss Smith was no 
I 
longer able to visualize another attempt to help Mrs. Moss in 
I 
I 
1 a be tter adjus t ment t o her position. She gave up her l eader-
I 
I 
ship funct i ons toward t hat nurse, when she proposed "termi na-
t i on" for her. Once more, she showed her honesty when. she 
mentioned her f eeling of responsibility in t he fact t hat t h is 
nurse had been delegated headnursing duties, while she a ppar-
ently did not have t he capabilities for them. On the other 
rl hand , she offered an excuse when s he said: "We had nobody 
else". Miss Ca.ss, i n her turn , ~ho ed the same pattern of 
II 
' reactions, felt res ponsible, but quest i oned the difficulties 
1 implied in t he job , whereas later in the conversation, she will 
II 
1 recognize them, saying: "Headnurses' positions are really 
1 complex". 
\ The fee ling-tone of the conversation indicates that 
communications h fl:Jpened at a leve l where feelings could be 
' freely expressed, and Miss Smith again, by vii'tue of her midd le 
I 
1position, was able t o give Miss Oass a better interpre tation 
I 
I of Mrs. Moss's difficulties.. She demonstrated that she had 
\worked wi th her about these. o.ifficulties, but without that 
I ldepth of communications, that would have disclosed why the 
lheadnurse was unable 
ll Maier, Norman R. I-... , 
to change her pattern of action. Ma1er1 
Principles of Human Relations, P• 378 . 
I 
I 
has said: 
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A man' a behavior niay seeni unreas onable i n the 
l iO"ht of the supervisor's c onduct, but it 
would make sense if the total situation were 
known. 
:M iss Smith brought up facts: "The headnurse lacks in creati-
vity, does not interpret facts properly, has no broad view of 
things, does not change h~r pattern of action", but she had 
not been ab le t o develop insight into the s ituat ion, and t here 
by find out the reas ons for lack of improvement~ Miss Cass 
I 
gave another sign of' moral support, when she stated: ffi think 
y ou have d one hat c ou ld be d one", which allowed ~Vi iss Smith 
II to identify herself ·with the headnurses' gr oup , and express th 
oth e r side of the picture, that doctors present problems too 
i n t he management of the unit. In her feelings t oward Dr. 
Lane, she swung from some hostility to a complete under-
s tanding of his reactions to unsatisfactory professional per-
formances. Miss Smith demonstrated an extreme honesty in all 
her attitudes during this d iscussion, which i n the same time 
may be considere_d as a factor to, and a result of adequate 
human relations between h erself and Miss Cass. 
Then i ss cass and Miss Smith faced a serious issue, Mrs. 
Moss's s eparat i on. They anticipated i t by looking over the 
daily time r e cords of the different floors of the Roberts 
Building . Miss Sm1t h f unct i oned as a resource person to Mis s 
Cass, giving her informat i on ab out some nurs es, whom they woul~ 
I 
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like t o c nsider as ae neptable to fi ll a headnurse's position . 
These few conuilents showed the kind of problems nm•sing admin-
istr ators meet, when they have t o staff the services a t a 
• headnurse' s level: mobility of' nurses, impossibility of doing 
long-term planning , .v·oung age, inexperience, inadequate per-
sonalities, scarcity of personnel available, l eading to a 
selection of nurses who will need guidance and leadership. 
Th is short dialogue brought with its end a new av~ areness 
for Miss Smith that her position was indeed a position in the 
middlo of the organizational structure, that she did not 
belong either to the ·top administration or to the nursing per-
Il sonnel, though hc.r contri b u tions were needed by both groups. 
II She had _ to as k for participation in t he mee ting that hUss Case 
I planned with Miss Wells; the a s s ociate director of the 
l b osp:J.tal, a nd t hus put forth h er conception of democratic ' 
admi nistr ation, because she f elt strongly concerned in this 
situation. 
Miss Smith expressed other problematic areas, whi le going 
obligations. oreover, a need for a joint conference was f elt 
now, whereas up to this point, communications had happend on a 
I one-to-one bas is: Mrs. Moss and Mi ss Smith, Miss Cass and Miss 
11 Smith, I~ iss Smith and Dr. Lane, d ss Cass and Dr. Lane . 
,I 
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Yet, in t he a ctual s ol ution of this case, things hap,t.~ened 
in a different way • no joint meeting was p lanned, Mrs . Moss•s 
problema were ·hand l ed on a o,ne- t o-one relation basis again 
!
1 
(Mis s Smith and Mrs. ~.oss), and revealed a comp l e te lack of 
I 
1 c Olt.m.unicat i ohs bet e r.1. the people most concerned in the 
II diff icu lty des cribed: nr. · Lane and J.¥irs . Moss , Miss Smith did 
no·t utilize t he au t h or ity of the s i tuation, here ~rs. l' oss 's 
satisfactory way of handling it, thus allowing expression and 
II contr :lbution of all,. and giving limits dete:ttmined by collective 
il judgment. 
h is narrative was an illustration, too, t hat "the many 
II 
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facets of' personnel interrelationships are affected by the 
personalities .inv0lved .in t b.e situati on, and not alone by the 
limits to such i nteraction that are set by the hospital 
2 
structure." 'l'his very ·statement asks for a joint approach 
to problems too, in which objectivity is more likely to occur. 
2 
Reissman, Leon~rd , Rohrer , John H., Change and Di l emma 1n 
the 'Nursing P.rofession , p . 116. 
======-~=~=-=============9F===- ---
1.iss Cass: 
Mi ss Smith: 
&1rs . Kale: 
Mis s U1.1ler: 
Mi s s Law: 
Mi s :.3 Dow: 
Miss Jones: 
,, 
--
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CASE III 
PLANNING FOR BET':PER AD~~ I NISTRATION 
Case of Characters 
Dire ctor of nursing 
... mpervisor in t h e Roberts .Build ing 
Headnurse on v1ard four 
As sistan·t I nstructor o t' the Hosp ital 
School of Nursing , in medical-surgical 
nursing . 
Headnurse on ~Yard five 
Sta.ffnurse on uard f i ve 
Observer 
' 
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It is eight thirty in the morning . The director of 
nursing , two night-supervisors and two day-supervisors leave 
1
: the nurs i ng office, after having attended the .night•report of: 
the different floors of the Roberts Building. The cens us of 
!: patie.nts, the admissions and discharges, the pi-f)"' and post• 
operative patients have bee n mentioned , c onditions of acutely 
ill patients have been reported : blood pressures, pulse , 
t e llpera.tura , stools, drainages, etc • •• 
I' Turning t o . .w1is s Smith, Miss Cass says: "I ~ould like to 
plan a mee ting rJ i th you, Miss Mille .r and , rs • Kale about ·the 
exper i me nt wo wuuld l ike to try on floor four. ·:ould you take 
care of it"? Miss Srnith agrees, and later during her morning 
rounds, she sees Mrs • Kale and me e ts Miss Uiller, teaching one 
, student on t h is particular floor . Both seem to be pleased by 
I Mis s Sm1t h•s proposition and agree to hold this conference at 
1 ten-thirty that morning . li iss Smith ealls Miss Caas to eo.nvey 
'I this to her , and at ten-thirty, the meeting starts in the 
Conference 1oom on floor four. 
Miss Ca.ss introduces the subject: ••As you know, we would 
like to try an experimental study on ¥our floor~ Mrs. Kale , 
about the time assignment of the students of' our S chool of 
~ursing, which would be done by their instructors , in colla-
boration with you or your as~listant headnurse . 1 r.rh1s time 
I 
1
,-r"Time assignment of students was the headnurse's responsibilit • 
I 
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planning would concern all t he students of the School. wi th 
the exception of t he third year students. This is an addi-
t ional step t owar d d i vorcing the School of wurs i ng and the 
~lursing «erviee. Moreover we hope tha t it will secure the 
students of more cont :_nu1ty in their clinical experience, and 
als o help the ins tructor to plan for closer supervision, which 
is essent iall y important for the freshmen ... Bu t t h e headnurse 
wl ll continue t o assign patients t o the students • 
.It seems t o me tha.t :i.t woul c be stj.ll more 
important if the · instrilctor could plan the 
assignment of patlents to students, as well 
as the time. · 
I Miss Smith: Yes, it is true, but t he headnurse is 
----~ 
il 
I Mis s Gas s; 
1 .. espons ible f .or the care of all the patients 
of her unit, so it is nor·mal t hat she s hould 
keep the patients as signment. 
And s he i s also responsible for the e<ittioation 
of her staff and to help them grow·; she is 
res ponsible to the doctors too , that is why 
she has to keep the control of patients 
as s i gnment. 
Miss r:~ iller seems to be t hin.king , but makes no r epl y . 
Miss Smit.ht I am stu-e t h ough that it would be possible 
for the illstructor to as k the hee.dnurse for 
special as signments, when she cons iders it 
important for the students; of course, t h is 
needs close col laborat i on, 
I Miss Ca.s s 
Mrs. Ka le J 
(thoughtfu lly ) : ••• but maybe we should t hink 
mora in te1•ms of students than of service ; 
f or the concept of nursing ea.uaation is 
changing, and the sehool has its perogatives 
as well as t he nursing servi ce. 
rHl.e dif 'icu l ty is t.hat t he nwnb~}r of students 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
;~ns s Mi ller: 
Miss Smith: 
present on the wards does influence the 
number of nursing personnel needed, and 
we have to think of it when we plan the 
time •s ehed.ule of the un.1 t • This is less 
diff icult with the freshmen students, as 
t here are always the same number every day~ 
There is another problem t o consider too, 
t ha t of as s i gn :t.ng; t he f irst year students 
on relief duty, so that they can get ex.• 
perience of this sh1ft before they affiliate 
in other hospitals, 
I t hink we should try to make our time 
schedule ahead , one month or at least t wo 
weeks bef ore it is effective. It would 
help to handle the problems that you and 
Miss Mi l ler j ust mentioned. What do you 
t h ink of it, :i.lrs . Ka le? 
~t!rs • Kale: \Ve 11, I think it is a good idea~ · but t :·:i s 
will require much time on our part • 
. !.' i ss Cass (with some impatience): Do y ou a '~ree t hat we . 
should begin this time assigruuent of 
student s on March 17th, wit h the new group 
of students, and try this for a period o:f 
six wee l,rn? 
Miss Smith: I t h as to be long enough, if we want to 
draw s ome conclusions about it. And I 
:t hink we should seriously think of a 
monthly time schedule; there would be 
less shif'ting , as people would be informed 
of' their schedule i n advance.,, 
Mrs. Kale is med itati.ng .••• 
Miss Ca.ss: 
Mrs . Kale: 
'Nhy don't we begin by planning two weeks 
ahead of time? In t bis way, y our staff 
would know the plans, but the nursing 
personnel must understand that. it is im-
pos·sible for the headnurse t o meet all 
their v;ishes . 
I t is true t hat it is very d ifficult some-
t i mes to plan these time-schedules, and 
!•lise Smiths 
I Mrs* . Ka.ls: . . . . 
.Miss Cas$' 
s:; 
meet the nurses• preferences. 
The use of graphics might be very helpful to you, 
Mrs. Kale, to prepare this kind of schedule. 
I want to remind you of the policies according to 
\'th1ch the nursing per sonnel are hired: we al• 
t>~a.ys mention to them that we have no def1n1 te 
pattern for days of f. All we ca,n say 1s a f'1V'e 
da.y week. 'Vle don't even promise two days off 
together. I£ you have some difficulty;.. !4::re, 
Kale, please send your people to me. · We must 
prevent this kind of fuss., . It ie hard f or you, 
but I know, it 1s the actua.1 trend in the nur-
sing services. Any\'lay, do not promise too much, 
I would even avoid e11ery second week-end off., 
We have another problem. now1 with a.ll the ·girls 
who go to school in the evening. Itie someti-
mes very difficult to meet everybody•e wishes. 
We should ask them not to choose the same 
evening for their cla.e ~ es, because this might 
jeopardize the standards of nursing care in 
our units. After al.l; graduate education 1e 
tor better patient oare, and not for personnel 
satisfaction or education. But I know, we have 
to accept change .... • Do you ha-rTe any other 
question? • • • rfell 1 I thank you .. 
M1ss Case and Miss Smith go out tog~ther 1 and J~rs,. Kale 
and Miss Miller follow them; talking in a very f:r1endly lfta.y. 
l..f1ss Sm1 th goes then to another ward. A:f'ter the ·usual 
oomn:ents about the pat.1ente' oondi ti ona, ~lies Smith says to the 
headnuree, MiDs Laws 11As you know. Miss Dow, one of your new 
staffnureee asked to see me the other day. From that inter-
view; I gather that she 1e unhappy in her "i'TOrk. She oompla1ne . 
that she had not. been well oriented to the administrative 
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procedures of t he unit, and s a i d she felt , terrified when week-
I! ends came, in case she s hould have to repla ce you . As you 
I have noticed , she . is a kind of shy person, who has some diffi• 
I 
I 
II 
I 
cu lty in f i nding her way. I think you should plan a re• 
orientation of your staff nurses, c oncerning the admissions 
and discharges especially, _ for it is a source of trouble when 
' y ou and your ass;l.stant . headnurse are not here. 
one week later, Miss Smith asked Miss Law; "Did you start 
the .orientation of yo'l.l!' staff nurses about the administrative 
work of your wardrr? 
1 Miss Law: Wo, I didn't do it yet ••• 
--·-
Miss Smith: Really, you must plan a meeting with them, and. 
l et me kno 1 when you are going to do it. I 
would like to be there, to see what the staff 
nurses have in mind, and what are the lacks 
in the initial orientation, s o t hat we can 
complete it. 
Mis s Smith comments t h is 1n.c.1dent to Miss Jones and says: 
!
1 
11 I t is sometimes difficult to have things done·, after you .have I 
I suggested them • • • I 
One month l ater, referring back to the time assignment of 
student nurses, Miss Smith told the observer that it had begun 
on the seventeenth of March, and was working well, but as tho 
I 
I 
headnurse of ward four. Mrs. Kale, had been sick : for several 
weeks, planning the time schedule t wo weeks in advance had not 
yet been started. 
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PLA~t 'IN'} FOR BE'F'l'EH AD 1INISTRATION ••• • ANAINSIS 
This incident took place in a c cnfer~nce r oom of the 
Roberts Building after t~e night-report p ad just been given. 
Miss Oass brought up the subject she wanted t o discuss. Thus, 
by asking for participation and cooperation from t hose con- II 
cerned, Miss Cass demonstrated a democratic concept of admin .. I 
I 
istration . Miss Smith acted as a coordinator between the 
director of nursing, the headnurse and the instructor, thus 
performing one of her superviso~ functions. While p lanning 
for the meeting , the supervisor did not meet any resistance. 
Mrs. Ka.le and Miss Mi ller seemed to be pleased by the recogn-
1 ition they received in being asked ~o participate in the 
1 elaboration of this project , which concerned them, and about 
which t hey had a pparently heard before. 
Miss Cass, who represented the top administr at i on in the 
Roberts . Building , introduced the subject in a rather authori-
tarian, but acceptable way. Mrs. Ka le, as the headnurse of 
1
1 the floor here the study was going to be done, received. per-
Il sona l a t tention , which certainly tended to create an atmos-
,1 I phere, where plans for change would be better understood and 
1 aecepted . More over , :Mrs. Kale seemed t o be gr atified that her 
I 
I 
I unit had been chosen for an experimental study, and Miss Miller 
~1 seemed satisfied that the School perogatives were considered. 
I Inner attitudes were created, that would help toward a better 
1\ 
! 
II 
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understanding. 
I 
1 This new project of time as s ignment of students brought 
out evidence of the divergent points of view of the nursing 
service personnel and the School of Nursing instructors, as 
1 expressed by Miss Miller. Miss Miller reacted to Miss Cass' a 
j statement that "the headnurse will continue to assign the 
patients to the students" by presenting the viewpoint of the 
I School, that the instructors should have some responsibility 
in this area t oo. At that point, more information was needed 
so that each of these persons could better understand the 
other. Miss Smith assumed this educative role, while inter-
1 preting feelings, problems and responsibilities of the nursing 
!1 service. Her contributions in the discussion illustrated how 
her administrative competence and professional knowledge was 
I' 
1 valuable to the different levels or the organization, repre-
sented in this meeting. 
Although Miss Smith identified herself with the nursing 
service, she indicated empathy with Miss Miller, who did not 
g ive any reply after having heard Miss Cass's second and 
rather definitive statement that the headnurse "has to keep 
II the control of patient assignment". Miss Smith used a good 
I human relations and communications technique in proposing a 
1 compromise, i.e. that close collaboration between headnurse 
1
1 and instructor might satisfy both the School and Service 
prerogatives. 
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Then Miss Cas s 1 s rather authoritarian behavior became more I 
11 democratic, when s he said: "Maybe we should think more in 
I 
I 
I 
terms of students " . Ways for .communications were more likely 
t o remain open when some recognition of people's feelings was 
evidenced. 
Miss Miller and Mrs. Kale felt i'ree at this point to ex-
pres s their own problems. Miss Smith was able to suggest an 
admin i strative procedure that might help in solving some e:f 
II 
I 
II 
II 
these d ifficulties. She also demonstrated good administrative 
practice in proposing long-term plans. 
Moreover, Miss Smith did not impose her suggestions on the 
II headnurse, she asked for her opini on, and Mrs. Kale felt free 
I 
to express the reverse-side of the medal, t hat these monthly 
1\ time schedules would require much time on her part, which on a I 
I busy unit might be a real impediment to realization. 
l1 Miss Smith' a contributions were supportive to Miss Oass 
: too, when she stated that experimental studies needed to be 
I carried on long enough to provide sufficient data for evalua-
1 tion. 
i Mrs. Kale's silence, when Miss Smight again suggested that 
I time-schedules be made out a month in advance, might be inter-
• preted as a sign of resistance. Miss Smith res ponded to this 
1 attitude by proposing a new compromise, a .two-week time-record. 
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This expression of understanding for the headnurse enabled Mrs. 
\ Kale to again voice her worr ies. Miss Srnith offered another 
.1 suggestion, t he use- of graphics for this kind of schedule-• 
which she herself had found very helpful. 
II During· this conference which included three levels of 
I 
nursing pers onnel, there was evidence of t he following elements 
of t he supervisory process: School and S-ervice prerogatives 
1 were considered through -gr oup-thinking , and feelings and pro-
1 blems could be expressed in this democratic environment, in 
which ways for communications had remained opened through 
mutual respect and understanding. The authority of' the situ-
1\ at i on, i.e. changes 1n the nursing education concept, was 
considered by people concerned and t he supervisor's profes-
I 
sional knowledge was ut i lized, t hough delegation of responsi-
bilities was respected. 
In t he final incident reported in this case, Miss Smith had 
t o hand l e another problem: the unsatisfactory adm i nistrative 
orientation of new staff members, causing much unhappiness for 
one of them, Miss Dow. 
II iss Smith acted as a counselor t o that sta,t'f nurse, who 
1 broke the lines of authority to bring her complaints to a 
11 higher l evel in the organizat :;.onal structure. It may be d ·~ ­
'1 II ducted !'rom that situation that f ew p0s.sibil1ties for eft'ective 1 
communications and expression of feelings 'll ere g iven on the 
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unit where Mlss Dow was working. 
·;. iss Smith was not the person to handle the situation, 
but had to act "through people", in t his case t he headnurse, 
so t hEJ. t a better administrative orientation be secured to the 
nursing personnel. :tn this she rt~spected Miss Law's sphere of 
roa ponsibility and tried to c onvey to her the authority of the 
situation, s o that she might be motivated for better admin-
istrative practices: that delegation of responsibilities to 
staff nurses should be accompanied by the corresponding 
informat ion . 
Miss Smith appealed to Miss Law's presumed insight of the 
I situation when she said to her: "As you have noticed, Miss Dow 
II 
1 i s a kind of shy person , who has some difficulty in finding 
her way", but app_arently, Miss Law had not been aware of Miss 
Dow's f eelings and difficu lties, or at least had not taken 
them into considerat i on. Actually she probably felt very 
frustrated that these diff icult1e.s had_ been taken to the super 
visor, and consequently opposed resistance to Miss Smith's 
tactful suggestions of planning a re-orientation of the nursi 
personnel. 
1iss Smith was not able to respond to that resistance by 
a problem-centered attitude, and assumed an autocratic role. 
giving orders a n.d asking for control of the situation through 
participation in the mee t i ng to be scheduled. She alleged 
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I t hat she v.ranted to ·know what "staff nurses had in mind" to be 
able t o complete this orientation program. She longer as no 
il able to respect delegation of res ponsibilities, as these h ad 
not been carried out. She t ook upon herself the heaclnurse's 
duties, which vte..s not g oing to resolve the conflict, as :t. iss 
II 
Law's resistance was given no attention. 
Uss Smith ident:t.fied t he problematic areas in the 
situation, used her professional knowledge to help the head-
nurse in a better management of her unit, but failed to moti-
vate her, ·because f eelings of resistance were not acknow-
ledged , hence not taken into considerati on . 
'Miss Smith expressed that area of concern when sh e said 
the observer, Miss Jones:. "It is some times difficult to have 
things done, afte r you - ~ave suggested themt'. 
to I 
I 
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CHA P'l1ER V 
STJli!MARY , CONCLUSIONS, RECO~ff.ME:NDAT IOl~ 
surn~1;,ary ·~ 
This study ·:vas f'ocused on the educational aspect of the 
super1.risory process • It wets undertaken in an attempt to 
I
I i dentify the teaching opportuni.ties p r esumed t o be present in 
a h ospital situation, and to exami ne if and h ow these tes.ching 
II opportunities were utilized by one nursing supervieor in her 
daily activities. 
The case-method was select ed f or the collection and pre-
sentation of data. Three dissimilar cases were written, each 
of them presenting one particular problem. a.rea, that the 
supervisor encountered whi le performing her f unctions . These · 
cases were analysed in terms of certain criteria aa pointed 
out in the chapter "Review of Literature'', in which the in-
vestlga tor presented her own ph i losophy of supe~vis i on, as 
developed from diverse readings and experiences that she was 
able to do during the course of an academic year. These 
analyses e;ave evidence that in ·the situations described, 
teaching opportunities wer.e numerous and. were utilized by the 
supervisor t o a certain ex tent , 
Additional factol"s, that v:ould have enhanced the present 
contribution of the supervisory process to the professional 
and pers onal development of the nursing personnel , were 
I 
I L.-. ___ _ 
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jl identified a 
I 
There tie.s a need for important prob lams ·to be cons ide red in 
an adequate envirorunent. 1' r . Borowski's case was one major 
example of t he above statement. His persistent deprea.sive 
state of mind -~~ as discussed in the mids t of a ve.ry disturbing 
milieu, where many pr .. es s ures were felt and could not but 
influence the way in which this particular prc)blem was going 
I' t o be handled, 
staffnuraes c ould not ·be considered properly for the same 
Miss Law's resistance to a re-orientation of 
reason • 
• !D. ore cons ideration might have been given to some people' s 
fe e lings, regarding themselves as v.rell as their responsibil-
ities: 1~s . Kale needed help to be aware of h e r hostile 
I fe elings toward Mr. Bor'owski, so that she could approach him 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I· 
I 
with a less negative attitude, and visualize him as a patient 
• ith prob lems, ·who was in great need of psycholog ical insight 
and support. In the third case, Miss La.wts feelings toVIard 
Miss Dow were not recognized, so that resistance was opposed .· 
to the supervisor's quite logical s ·ug "'estions , and caused her 
to assume a vez•y autocratic role. Indeed , "the adminiatrator 
wi ll have to learn ·to qistinguls.h the world of :feelings from 
the wor ld of facts and log i ·c ••• He will see cle.arly that 
f eelings cannot be verbally leg islated out of eAistence; that 
I 
II 
I 
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as a f irs t step in their control, they need t o be expressed 
1 
and recognized" . -
There was some need f'or a wider use of' group-approach to 
problematic situations. In fac t, the difficulties which arose 
between Dr. Lane and Mrs. Moss might have been handled at 
their leve l of' occurrence , if the persons concerned by the 
·headnurse 1 s inadequacies had me t together and considered the 
problem ~ i th Mrs. ) ... ss herse lf. 'fh e lack or comrourl.ica.tions 
be t ween Dr. Lane and the headnurs e woul d have been disclosed 
earlier, and difficulties probably solved without the inter-
.ference of the d ire ctor of nurs i ng . 
It !ould seem desirab le tha t :regul a r meetings be scheduled,
1 
t hat wou l d bring toge t her t he supervisor, headnurses and 
ass istant headnurses of the units concerned. Thus important 
prob l ems woul d be dis cus s ed i n an environment conducive t o 
deeper cons ideration and express i on of fee lings, which was 
hardly poss i ble during the supervisor's morni ng and afternoon 
rounds, in the particular situations obs er ved . 
Conclus i O!!!'., 
I t has been evidenced in the preceding paragraphs that 
support was given to the hypotheses which were formulated and 
1 
Hoslet t , Schuy l er Dean; :tuman Factors in Management, p. 58 •. 
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presented in Chapter II. I ndeed there were teaching oppor-
tw1.~.ties of var ious sorts in the situations observed, which 
t he supervisor disclosed and utilized t o some extent, though 
more be ne fi t would have been derived fr om them, if considera-
t ion had bee n g iven to those factors presented in the sumn:ary . l 
Recom..m~~tions 
In relation to the preceding conclusions, the following 
recommendations are proposed: 
,, a. That a s tudy be made of' the supervisor's own perception 
of he r r ole . 
This investigation could be done by a series of quest i on-
n.a1res sent t o a. sample of' supervisors, as king for the 
dif f erent a.r•eas in which t hey perceive t heir functions. 
b. That a study be made of t he ivision of workload at t he 
headnurses' level, as affect i ng the supervisor' s role 
an the degree to ·wh ich headnurses need leadership . 
This could be a comparative study of two or more hosp:J.tal ,1 I 
I 
or ganizations, in which headnurses would have different spans ~~ 
cf control, and toe observation IBf the supervisor's funct i ons 1 
as related to them . 
c . ·rhat a study be made of the s upervisor's professional 
satisfaction as a factor i .nf'luenc1ng her eff ectiveness. 
This might be also a comparative study of a certain 
number of supervisors• attitudes to their job , and the 
relation thereo.f' t o t heir performance . Through individual 
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1
1 interviews and observat ional methods, s ome interest i ng 
conclus i ons might be drawn . 
d . That a study 'be made of t he supervisor's appreciation 
and use of democrat i c methods in her daily activities. 
A certain number oi' questionnalres or interviews, as 'ell 
as observat ional methods might determine the extent to which 
a democratic philosophy underlies the supervisory process in 
given situations , and t he credit supervisors l end t o it. 
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